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ABSTRACT
The oncoming natural hazards, especially floods, represent a serious threat to users of transportation infrastructure and societies in general. The state-of-the-art Bridge Management Systems still do not comprehensively account for impacts of sudden events and there is a demand for a simplified methodology for quantitative assessment of a bridge performance over time on a network level, which will in turn lead to adequate performance measures with respect to flooding events. As a convenient tool for the assessment, the measure of vulnerability is suggested here as a top-level performance indicator. It is based on two values - the conditional probability of a bridge failure due to a flooding event of a certain magnitude, and the related total consequences. The primary culprit for failures inflicted in floods is the local scour at bridge substructures. Here, the estimation of the conditional probability of a bridge failure is a multidisciplinary problem where the combined resistance of the supporting soil at substructures and the bridge is accounted via failure modes. The challenge is in setting the adequate vulnerability thresholds that trigger mitigation and preventative activities. Here the influence of a planned activity or an information update, on the assessment results must be taken into consideration in structuring of adequate quality control plans.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common culprit for inadequate bridge performance around the world is the flooding hazard and related local scour at bridge substructures as documented in (1), (2) and (3). The painful reminders of a threat this hazard poses to the performance of road networks are the extreme flooding events in Taiwan in 2009 (4), and the most recent one in Serbia 2014 (5). However, the transportation infrastructure is not only endangered by low occurrence/extreme intensity floods but also by less extreme floods with relatively high occurrence rates (6). Thus, it is a fundamental responsibility of civil engineers to ensure adequate adaptation of the infrastructure in the face of future weather events. By rule, a validation or an update of bridge management (BM) practices only take place after an extreme event occurrence, which is not an adequate approach for ageing infrastructure. The mitigation of risk of bridge failures due to flooding and related local scour is one of the most extensively elaborated topics in BM in the last two decades, but still there are no comprehensive methodologies to cover this matter.

The 13 US Departments of transportations (DOT-s), which participate in the Long-Term Bridge Performance Program, agreed that one of the primary research needs is to reliably identify scour-susceptible bridges (7). The current methodology of the US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is qualitative and based on a specific National Bridge Inventory (NBI) item No. 113 which is related to scour critical bridges. The ratings for the item are given based on engineering judgement supplemented by: visual inspection, indirect evaluations and a condition state of applied countermeasures (8). There are suggestions to combine the value of item 113 with other relevant NBI items in a procedure which uses weighting factors to introduce an index - bridge sufficiency index for a more comprehensive ranking of bridges (9). In some US states, bridges are specifically ranked using qualitative assessments based on their hydraulic vulnerability and in turn scheduled for a specific plan of action (10). The scour vulnerability rating is recognized as one of the key performance measures for development of a multi-objective optimization model for bridge management systems (11).

In the state-of-the-art software for risk analysis of transportation infrastructure exposed to natural hazards, Road Risk, developed by The Swiss federal roads authority (12), and the HAZUS-MH (HAZards U.S. Multi-Hazard) (13), the resistance of a bridge to flooding scenarios is not adequately accounted for. In the latter case, the probability of a bridge failure due to scour is based on the bridge’s structural configuration, relevant ratings from the NBI and a flood return period, while only the direct costs of failure are considered.

The performance of bridges is the key research topic in Europe as well. The ongoing European research project COST TU1406 has a goal to structure the guidelines for development of quality control plans (QCP-s) for roadway bridges in Europe, thus enhance preparedness in face of future sudden/slow events (14). Within the Work Group 3 of the COST project, one of the main tasks is to investigate and consider for the dynamics and uncertainty of the non-interceptable (i.e. sudden) processes, particularly floods, that can significantly affect the bridge performance. Here, the main challenge is selection of adequate performance indicators (PIs) and definition of triggering criteria for detailed inspections and maintenance interventions at bridge sites in respect to required quality levels.

VULNERABILITY AS A PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FOR BRIDGES EXPOSED TO FLOODING HAZARDS – EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE

The performance indicators (PIs) relate to a set of observations and data on a bridge structure and bridge site, that can be either assessed, measured or evaluated, and which in turn can be used to assess bridge performance against predefined performance goals. In case of a flooding hazard, the PIs purpose is to point out which bridges are the most vulnerable to a hazard scenario, thus ensuring timely and adequate preventative actions.

Recently, in the research project COST TU1406, the survey for PI for roadway bridges has been performed in 30 European countries by screening of national BM guidelines (15). The results of the survey are summarized in (16), and here presented in Figure 1 are the key terms that relate to the reported PIs for flooding/scour. The most of the interviewed countries reported that in the case of flooding/scour their BM procedures solely rely on visual inspections. Some countries additionally perform measurements and/or monitoring of scour depth, while a few accounts for hydraulic adequacy of bridge openings. Only one country reported the application of a local scour evaluation formula, while seven countries have not reported that either flooding or scour are considered in their national BM documents. Although the detailed information of PIs for natural hazards were not in the primary scope...
of the survey, it may be concluded that there are no concise guidelines or quality control plans in European BM practice for bridges exposed to a flooding hazard.

The visual inspection of substructures and/or the information on measured/evaluated scour depth, do not solely provide sufficient information for decision making. Here the main concerns are eligibility of bridge sites for installing monitoring equipment and refill of scour cavities at substructures. It is evident that a more comprehensive PI must be applied to include all relevant information on a bridge exposure to a flooding scenario, its resistance to the related magnitude of a flooding event (i.e. failure modes) and resulting consequences of a failure:

- **Exposure**
  - Flood magnitude & duration (i.e. a hydrograph)
  - Water channel geometry & properties
  - Piers & abutments location, geometry and alignment in respect to a water flow

- **Resistance to failure modes induced by local scour at substructures**
  - Properties of a soil at foundations (geotechnics and erodibility)
  - Type & detailing of substructures and superstructure
  - Location & severity of damage on relevant bridge elements

- **Consequences related to a specific failure mode**
  - Costs of repairs or replacement
  - Network & traffic data to include indirect costs of failure: vehicle operating costs, accident costs and loss of travel time

Clearly, a risk-based approach is the only viable solution to adequately consider an impact of flooding and the related local scour on bridges. In the evaluation of risk, the forecasting of sudden event magnitudes must be performed, which is a complex task especially for flash flooding. The BM needs efficient procedures for comprehensive screening of an entire bridge population thus the quantitative measure of vulnerability of a bridge failure is suggested as the most adequate top-level performance indicator to account for all relevant information. It represents the product of a conditional probability of bridge failure in a hazard event of a specific magnitude and the total consequences of such event, i.e. it is reflected through monetary units ($T$):

$$V^s_n = P^s_n \cdot (DC_n + IC_n)$$

where:

- $V^s_n$ = vulnerability of a bridge with respect to a hazard event of a specific magnitude $s$ and a chosen failure mode $n$
- $P^s_n$ = conditional probability of specific bridge failure in the chosen failure mode $n$, with respect to a hazard event of a specific magnitude $s$
- $DC_n$ = direct consequences with respect to the chosen bridge failure mode $n$
- $IC_n$ = indirect traffic related failure consequences with respect to the chosen bridge failure mode $n$
Unlike the measure of risk, the vulnerability is more convenient to understand since it relates simply to the given hazard magnitude, which is deemed sufficient for the identification of bridges in a network that need to be examined in more detail.

Following the performed survey for PIs in Europe, the next task in COST TU1406 regarding flooding hazard is structuring of a questionnaire, which will reveal availability of the data necessary to conduct quantitative assessments e.g. risk/vulnerability.

METHODOLOGIES FOR QUANTITATIVE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

The development of Bridge Management Systems (BMS) is underway in many countries, where one of the main tasks is the establishing of novel risk-based methodologies. The information on 25 BMS from 18 world countries is presented in the report (18) which is the outcome of the survey performed by International association for bridge management and safety (IABMAS). Herein, the findings showed that only a few BMS account for risk of a bridge failure due to hazards. Generally, the current risk based approaches are mostly qualitative and comprise like likelihood/consequences matrices i.e. risk matrix. In such approaches, the term failure or failure mode is related to a certain level of damage (physical or functional) and following consequences, but neither does account for the resistance of a bridge to specific hazard scenarios. Although the qualitative approaches are somewhat convenient to use, their outcome i.e. adequate quality specifications are vague. The quantitative performance indicators are more valuable, since they may provide more precise information for decision making.

The benefits of application of a quantitative approach in the assessment of scour critical bridges in North Carolina are reported in (19). Here, a risk-based approach is applied for the management of bridges with unknown foundations in (20). The assessment was based on the HYRISK Methodology (8). Although this methodology may consider the static system of a bridge and type of foundations, the probabilities of failure are based on qualitative data from NBI and the historical frequency of failures. The latter and the fact that neither oncoming flooding magnitudes nor soil resistance are considered, are the main drawbacks of this approach.

Recently, a novel methodology for quantitative vulnerability assessment has been presented in (21). It is based on Eq.1, where the analysis of failure modes is done by pragmatic modelling of the local scour action at a pier, considering combined response of a supporting soil and a bridge structure. The scope of the research is set on the reinforced concrete (RC) multiple span girder bridges with piers on shallow foundations which are particularly endangered in a flooding event. The research confirms that the resistance of the soil-bridge system must not be neglected in the vulnerability assessment of bridges exposed to local scour (22). The following evaluation of the direct consequences is straightforward, but the calculation of indirect i.e. traffic related consequences requires a traffic simulation model based on the current transport supply in a road network. An example of such a calculation is given in (23).

To conduct this vulnerability assessment on a network level, it is necessary to synthesize available information from databases & documentation and systematically collect the missing data from bridge sites. For the latter, it is of the outmost importance to have uniform data level to assess: bridge exposure, bridge resistance and possible consequences of failure.

STRUCTURING OF QUALITY CONTROL PLANS

The QC plans should be tailored for each individual bridge structure. Besides the adequate PI, the time schedule and analysis of collected data should be defined along with the triggering criteria for initiating preventative procedures. The importance of parameters, which comprise the minimum data set for the quantitative vulnerability assessment, are discussed in (24). Also, discussed herein are the levels & frequencies of the necessary inspections/data updates, to provide background information for the assessment. The objective information on bridge exposure to flooding hazards is invaluable for structuring a QC plan since it provides the facts on possible type of failure modes (e.g. pier related) and the extent of local scour depth (evaluated by local scour evaluation formulas). The reliable information on foundation soil properties (geotechnics and erodibility) as well as on the soil cover at an affected substructure, represent the crucial information to investigate at bridge sites where there is no foundation protection (e.g. Larsen sheets, gabion rock pile, etc.).

The relevant bridge elements and related information, which affects the structure of a quality control plan must be clearly outlined. The main requirement for the quantitative vulnerability assessment is definition of relevant failure modes, and here the influence of specific bridge elements on
the type of failure mode (FM) and resistance to local scour is given in the Table 2. Complementary to this information, in Figure 2, one of the possible FM type 3 is presented for a multiple span RC girder bridge, where one of its piers with shallow foundations is affected by local scour.

**TABLE 2 Key bridge elements for different types of resistance to local scour at a substructure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bridge element</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>Failure mode (FM) type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affected substructure foundation</td>
<td>Inadequate detailing/condition state</td>
<td>Structure governed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing/joint at the top of the affected substructure</td>
<td>Low plastic strength of a bearing/joint (or a poor condition state)</td>
<td>Governed by soil properties i.e. no/low superstructure resistance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearings/joints at other substructures</td>
<td>Horizontal displacement is either free or restrained</td>
<td>Combined soil-bridge resistance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main girder</td>
<td>Detailing</td>
<td>Combined soil-bridge resistance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Failure safe</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The FM type 1 is the most dangerous since it may cause progressive collapse, if the design of the main girder is not failure/collapse safe to a loss of one of the supports (i.e. FM type 4). The FM type 2 may occur e.g. if the top of the pier of an affected foundation is not restrained to movement in horizontal plane. The FM type 3 is the most desired case, since the requirement for failure is that the foundation soil and the structure need to deplete their joint resistance due to the loss of support at the substructure foundation (21).

As seen in Table 2, the crucial set of information for a bridge structure exposed to local scour are related to the detailing of an affected substructure and its foundation. Although the bridges where FM types 1 and 2 have some considerable probabilities of failure (e.g. order of $10^{-3}$ and higher) should be mitigated in due time, the consequences of a failure must not be neglected as well as the costs of possible preventative interventions.

**FIGURE 2** A possible failure mode (FM type 3) of a multiple span RC girder bridge.

The following preventative interventions may be considered to reduce the probability of a failure in a specific hazard scenario:

- Decrease the exposure to the scenario
  - Soil works at the bridge site
  - Countermeasures at substructures
- Monitoring of scour at substructures
- Increase of structure resistance
It must be noted that the actions which are related to the increase of structure resistance also may benefit the overall bridge performance to other sudden or slow (deterioration) processes as well and should be considered in a long-term cost analysis.

CONCLUSION

In sudden events, such as flooding hazards, bridge failures may occur regardless of bridge age, structural system and construction materials. This poses a difficulty to point out the most vulnerable bridges thus schedule an adequate and timely risk mitigation action. Currently implemented qualitative risk-based approaches in bridge management practice impose constraints in a decision-making process and fail to provide objective information on a risk of a bridge failure. The risk and its progression over time wait to be adequately addressed in the future Bridge Management Systems (BMS), where the desired goal is structuring of an adequate quality control plan for each structure. There is a need for comprehensive approaches to ensure reliable levels of bridge performance and mobility of goods and people in a society. The accent is on a simplified, yet sufficiently accurate procedure, based on a modest data set, eligible for implementation on various bridge types and network topologies.

For quantifying the hazard impact on the transportation infrastructure, it is of the utmost importance to act timely and preventatively by taking into consideration all relevant information on bridge exposure to a hazard, resistance to specific failure modes and related consequences. For this purpose, the adequate performance indicators (PI) must be applied, and here the measure of vulnerability is suggested as the most convenient and comprehensive PI that will indicate which bridges need specific attention and should be investigated in more detail. Based on a procedure for a vulnerability assessment, a structure of a quality control plan for a bridge may be elaborated. Here, from a bridge’s point of view, it is outlined that the minimum set of information must include condition data and properties of an affected substructure, to account for bridges which are susceptible to critical failure modes (FM type 1 and 2).

Once integrated in the future BMS, the vulnerability assessments will enable timely scheduling of risk mitigation actions and making right decisions for resource allocation. The insight on vulnerabilities in a network would aid in emergency planning as well, since timely warnings could be issued in regions where intensive flooding is expected.
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